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The Teknion® storage program extends beyond conventional ofﬁce storage,
encompassing a series of versatile storage systems and standalone products that
integrate with Teknion furniture across the ofﬁce.
Ledger® is a comprehensive storage system comprised of modular elements
that can be customized to adapt to any planning or personal need. Ledger Plus
further expands the range of options with sleek, modern storage products that
double as seating, deﬁne boundaries and create casual meeting areas.
Teknion District®, Interpret™ and upStage™ storage coordinates with the
furniture of each respective product line, but also maintains an aesthetic tie
with Ledger and Ledger Plus through design details and a uniﬁed ﬁnish program.
Teknion storage and furniture products work together to address the diverse
and dynamic nature of today’s ofﬁce.
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storage
Foundation, Storm White
District Handle

teknion dna lounge
seating
Durable, White

collaborative ottomans
Percept:Tenet,
Percept:
Tenet, Verve and
Epiphany

Ledger provides exceptional ﬂexibility,
featuring a 1 . 6-inch-high increment size to
meet any speciﬁcation. All Ledger products
are available preconﬁgured or as custom
build-ups, with interchangeable drawers
that reconﬁgure easily to meet current

and future needs. Designed to provide
complete modularity, Ledger maximizes
storage options for the busy workstation,
open collaborative areas and high-density
archival banks.
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storage
Foundation, Crisp Grey
Interpret handle

collaborative
ottomans
Cross Dye, Watercolor
and Tea Tree

As an alternative to lounge seating, Ledger
Plus Lounge-Height Drawer Cabinets provide
a unique way to create seating in shared work
areas and in-between spaces. Ledger and
Ledger Plus components also combine to offer

a mix of display and secured storage for
individual or group usage—and add utility
by serving to establish the boundaries of
open casual meeting spaces.

storage
Foundation, Storm White
Source Laminate, Urban
Walnut. Interpret handle:
Foundation, Espresso

collaborative
ottomans
Percept, Methodic and
Epiphany

zones easel
Wood, Greystone Beech

No longer conﬁned to out-of-the-way
spaces or the ofﬁce perimeter, multipurpose storage is migrating to the center
of the ofﬁce, conﬁgured to deﬁne space
or create collaborative hubs. Ledger Plus
Storage Lockers, layered with add-on units
and a worksurface, establish a focal point in
an open work area to host varied activity.
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storage
Foundation, Crisp Grey
Interpret handle

cushion/vignet te
cushion/vignette
lounge seating
Upholstery: Heather Felt,
Saffron

Mobile tools now free people to work
outside the workstation, engaging in a
variety of activities in common areas and
in-between spaces. In response to a more
dynamic ofﬁce, Ledger Plus achieves multiple
functions: storage cabinets double as seating,

while standing-height cabinets act as the
base for a worksurface that extends to
open leg supports. The design efﬁciently
provides access to work materials, as
well as a place where people gather or
pursue individual tasks.
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storage

tables

sabrina seating

Mica, Very White
Interpret handle:
Mica, Platinum

Laminate, Very White

Mesh: Basalt
Upholstery:
Fundamentals, Dove

Ledger Plus products offer a modern, upscale
look with overlay fronts and reﬁned details
that include sleek drawer pulls and feet
designed to complement Teknion systems
furniture. Personal Lockers can be grouped

to create an accessible storage island that
acts as a focal point for the space and
doubles as a casual meeting area. If
desired, storage can be customized with
keyless locks.
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storage

cushion

nami stools

Flintwood, Cocoa Brown
Mica, Very White
Interpret handle:
Foundation, Espresso

Merus, Root

Storm White

A lighter scale, together with a mix of
materials and ﬁnishes, creates a fresh
contemporary look and feel. Ledger Plus
offers a choice of seated-, counter- and
bar-height storage-to-worksurface options
to form space-efﬁcient meeting areas. Onehigh cabinets double as a seating bench,
as well as a base for stacking wood Add-On
Cabinets to create dual-sided applications.
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storage

iuta seating

Front/Top: Flintwood,
Caraway
Case/Interpret handle:
Mica, Burnished Bronze

Upholstery: Two Tone,
Rock Steady

A wide range of wood, paint and laminate
ﬁnish options makes it possible to fulﬁll
any design concept. Drawer pulls and
other details are designed to coordinate
with furniture products across the Teknion
portfolio, allowing one to create a distinctive
aesthetic vision.

complementary storage

District, Interpret and upStage offer versatile storage pieces that
can be combined and conﬁgured to build workstations tailored to
individual needs. Coordinating ﬁnishes and complementary design
details make it possible to pair storage components with furniture
products from different lines.

01 district storage

02 interpret lateral mounted storage - wood

03 interpret lateral mounted storage - metal

04 upstage mobile credenza

District offers a selection of elegant storage components, including open and closed
cabinets, credenzas and towers suited for both secured and display storage formats.

Interpret Lateral Mounted Storage runs parallel to the worksurface to
delineate the boundary of the workstation, while providing storage, privacy
and a standing-height meeting surface. It is available in wood or metal.

Interpret Lateral Mounted Storage in metal presents an opportunity to use
color in a distinctive way that accents the unique formats of Interpret storage
and accessories.

upStage Mobile Credenzas serve to divide space and, when cushions are applied,
also provide casual seating.

organizational tools

The Interpret Accessory Dock is a multi-functional storage
nest designed to minimize desktop clutter and provide access
to electrical power. This clever tool offers a utility that extends
beyond traditional desktop organizers.

01 interpret accessory dock

02 integrated organizer tray

03 standalone organizer tray

04 mobile devices

The Interpret Accessory Dock includes dividers for workﬂow management and
compartments for personal items and mobile devices. It can be placed at any
point along the worksurface edge.

An interior Organizer Tray reverses to create a uniform storage surface
that also functions as a tablet stand.

The Organizer Tray can be detached to act as a standalone product or
integrated with the Accessory Dock when access to power is required.

The Accessory Dock stores and powers mobile devices.

organizational tools

Additional Organizational Tools include the Interpret
Laptop Locker, upStage Mobile Cubby Tray and Hutch
Accessory. Together, these unique accessories contribute
to the utility of the individual workspace, minimizing
clutter and enhancing efﬁciency.

05 upstage hutch accessory

06 upstage hutch accessory

07 upstage mobile cubby tray

08 interpret laptop locker

The upStage Hutch Accessory can be placed inside a storage hutch or stacker, or
positioned against a panel or screen to provide convenient access to documents.

The upStage Hutch Accessory features a Seamless case interior in
neutral tones, while the exterior can be painted to accent the workspace
with vibrant color.

Designed to store miscellaneous items throughout the ofﬁce, upStage Mobile
Cubby Trays can also create a punch of color where desired. Integrated Mini
Tray Organizers serve as pencil trays and double as handles.

The Interpret Laptop Locker enhances the utility of credenzas, providing a
low proﬁle case with a lockable closure. It slides to secure the laptop on one
side, leaving the other side available for workﬂow organization.
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